
Egil Skalagrimsson was an Icelandic adventurer  
and skald (poet) who lived in the 10th century  
and was the hero of his own saga. He became 
famous for his eloquence, his brutality and his 

knowledge of the power of the runes. 
His ill-temper became known quite early, when  

at the age of 7 he put his axe in the head of another 
boy, accused by Egil of cheating during a game.

His behaviour and brutality led to his banishment. 
He sailed to England, where he served as mercenary 

having incredible adventures and fighting  
countless battles. 

He died peacefully at the venerable age of 80,  
as wealthy as a king and as a  legend in the  

Viking world. 
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Swords for Hire: Egil and his Vikings are mercenaries and 
may be included in any warband that doesn’t use  
the Viking Saga Dice. This unit is composed of Egil and 
either 3 Hirdmen Heathguards (for 2 points) or  
7 Hirdmen Heathguards (for 3 points). Each Hirdman is 
worth 1 victory point and Egil is worth 3 victory points.
The Skald: Egil generates 4 Attack Dice in melee and he 
and his Hirdmen have an Armour of 5. Within the unit, 
Egil will always be the last model removed. You cannot 
remove Egil until all other models have been removed.  
If this is not possible without breaking the unit formation, 
exchange Egil with another of the models in his unit before 
removing casualties to maintain unit formation.
Vikings! This unit generates a number of Saga Dice equal 
to half the models composing it. These Saga Dice are 
Viking Dice and will be used with the Viking Battleboard. 
The player controlling Egil will therefore have two 
Battleboards: his faction board and the Viking board. 
These Saga dice do not count against the six dice rolled  
at the start of each turn; they are handled separately from 
your faction Saga dice.
The Saga Dice generated by this unit may only be used  
on the Viking Battleboard and this unit may never benefit 
from Saga abilities from your faction Battleboard. It can 
only be activated or supported by abilities generated by the 
Viking Battleboard. 
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